Cinetal & Sony Monitor Yoke Mount Systems

Cinetal Yoke Mount System

Sony Yoke Mount System

Over the past several years,
Oppenheimer Camera Products
has developed a series of Monitor
Yoke Mounts for the new generation of
production LCD monitors on the market
today. Our first system was designed
for the Panasonic BT-LH1700 in late
2005. We are now introducing systems
for the Cinetal Cinemage and the Sony
BVM-L231 monitors.
As with all of our Yoke Mount systems,
the Cinetal and Sony Yoke Mounts easily
attach to existing mounting holes on
each monitor. There are no modifications
required to your factory original monitor.
The Cinetal and Sony Yoke Mount
Systems will only mount onto junior
lighting stands or to our heavy duty table
bases. For the protection of your monitor,
we have determined that a baby stand is
just too light weight to support a 40-60
pound monitor!
Our Yoke Mounts are constructed of
aircraft grade aluminum, with bronze

bushings and a high grade anodized or
powder coated surface. The lock knob is
generously large for easy locking, even
with gloved hands. Because the system is
balanced, even if you do not lock the lock
knob, monitor movement won’t cause the
stand to topple. The systems are sturdy,
yet reasonably lightweight.
The Sony BVM-L231 uses a separate
control panel. We have provided a
platform for that control panel just below
the monitor. It sits on its own platform
securely and within easy reach to adjust
all monitor functions.
We have worked with Innerspace
Cases in North Hollywood to design a well
protected case for each of these monitors.
Oppenheimer Camera Products will
continue to expand the line of Monitor
Yoke Mounts as new production LCD
systems come to market. We now have
systems for the Cinetal Cinemage, Sony
BVM-L231 and a variety of other monitors.
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